Scam of the Week™

May 15, 2015, Austin

World Tour continues with rain, rain, rain, rain . . .

Joke of the Week™ A blonde was stopped by a motorcycle cop and said to him bitterly . . . visit The Reverend Tony™ for the Joke of the Week™.

Scam of the Week™ Squatty Potty® is now available at Bed Bath & Beyond® in two sizes. Add Squatty Potty® to your Registry

Fútbol Arsenal travel northwest to play Man U in a must win for 3rd place, which means Champions League without two match qualification. This follows a very, very disappointing loss 0-1 Swansea which played a 5-5-1 formation resulting in their only chance, back post header at the end and fabulous goaltending from former Gunner Lukasz Fabianski. Wednesday Sunderland Black Cats visit Emirates in another must win for Arsenal. Sunday from 10a cdt at Old Tratford and LiveExtra at NBCSports.com and Wednesday from 1:45p cdt at Emirates and LiveExtra.

Football Gone fishing Swooners and Mighty Mighty Horns until August.

Password tonight is “Brown shoes”

Peace, love, and margaritas at Matt’s, I remain, The Reverend Tony™.

Polyticks Women do process differently from men such as women will stop and ask for directions.

Light, sweet crude settled at $59.88 up 1.6%, as natural gas is up 10.0% to $3.008. The Euro is $1.1399 up 1.3%.
0 dead this week in The War Without End, Amen™ = 2 for the year.
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